Chromosome order--possible implications for development.
Chromosomes are arranged in ordered haploid sets around the centre of the metaphase plate at mitosis in several grass species and hybrids. Each chromosome is in a fixed mean position relative to other, heterologous chromosomes, this order can be predicted using Bennett's model, and is clearly demonstrated from reconstructions of electron micrographs of serial sections (see Heslop-Harrison & Bennett, 1983a,b,c). The nucleus contains spatial domains of genes with similar functions. Chromosomes with major effects on nuclear behaviour--division or meiotic pairing--may be at special positions in the order. Changing spatial relationships of chromosomes with respect both to each other and the nuclear envelope (during the cell cycle and during development) may affect cell differentiation and gene activity. Chromosome order may have implications for the control of development within the nucleus and the organism. Order may constrain karyotype and hence species evolution.